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Merger: Credit Suisse (Lux) Global Emerging Market
Brands Equity Fund to Merge with the Credit Suisse
(Lux) Global Prestige Equity Fund
Date of merger: August 28, 2017
Merger taking place to streamline the existing product range and to ensure more efficient
management of assets
Absorbing fund offers the opportunity to invest in leading global and Asian brands that
provide luxury goods and services and that are benefiting from a structural long-term growth
trend
New base currency: Euro
New fund manager (Juan Mendoza) and benchmark (MSCI World NR Index)
Slightly higher management fee for some share classes
Original fund closed for subscriptions on July 21, 2017, 15:00 CET and for redemptions on
August 21, 2017, 15:00 CET

Management has decided to merge the Credit Suisse (Lux) Global Emerging Market Brands
Equity Fund with the Credit Suisse (Lux) Global Prestige Equity Fund in order to streamline
the existing product range. The merger will increase the asset base of the absorbing fund,

ensuring that the assets in the original fund are managed more efficiently while enhancing
operational efficiencies of two relatively similar products.

What will change? What are the advantages of the absorbing fund?
While the Credit Suisse (Lux) Global Prestige Equity Fund is also a consumer-oriented fund, it
is much more focused, offering investors the opportunity to invest in one of the leading global
and Asian brands that provide luxury goods and services and that are benefiting from a
structural long-term growth trend. For many brands, 50% of revenues already come from
emerging market consumers. In particular, the Chinese middle class is stepping up spending
and is now the largest consumer group in the luxury goods and services industry.
The investment universe of the fund is more defined (around 200 companies) and includes
companies around the world from both developed and emerging markets. The fund is highly
concentrated, investing in 25 to 50 companies. It can hold up to one third of its assets in
emerging market stocks.
The merger will not entail any costs for clients.
The share classes of the original fund will be transferred to those of the absorbing fund as
shown below.

Overview of share classes affected

Original fund ISIN / valor no.

Absorbing fund ISIN / valor no.

Management fee
p.a. (%) old / new

USD B

LU0522191245 / USD B
11480304

LU1193861017 / 1.92 / 1.92
27200337

EUR BH

LU0522192136 / EUR B
11480366

LU1193860985 / 1.92 / 1.92
27196080

GBP BH

LU0554857044 / EUR B
11949965

LU1193860985 / 1.92 / 1.92
27196080

CHF BH

LU0522192300 / CHF BH
11480369

LU1193861108 / 1.92 / 1.92
27200439

USD IB

LU0522191757 / EUR IB
11480355

LU1193861793 / 0.70 / 0.90
27200457

EUR IBH

LU0522192482 / EUR IB
11480371

LU1193861793 / 0.70 / 0.90
27200457
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USD UB

LU1144421432 / EUR UB
26419202

LU1198564426 / 1.15 / 1.15
27345868

EUR UBH

LU1144421606 / EUR UB
26377254

LU1198564426 / 1.15 / 1.15
27345868

CHF UBH

LU1144421515 / CHF UBH
26377245

LU1198564699 / 1.15 / 1.15
27345869

USD EB

LU0522191674 / EUR EB
11480309

LU1193861447 / 0.70 / 0.90
27200451

Timeline
Publication of merger decision

21.07.2017

Original fund closed for subscriptions

21.07.2017, 15:00 CET

Original fund closed for redemptions

21.08.2017, 15:00 CET

Calculation of NAV and conversion ratio
before booking to safekeeping account

28.08.2017

Merger with the absorbing fund

28.08.2017
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Link

The amendments were published at www.swissfunddata.ch on July 21, 2017. The official
publication for Switzerland is only available in German.
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For English, please refer to the publication issued for Luxembourg. Be aware that this
publication is not meant for Switzerland.
Do you have any questions? Please contact us.
Yours sincerely
Credit Suisse Asset Management (Switzerland) Ltd.
Wholesale Distribution Team CH/LI

Contact
Wholesale Distribution Team CH/LI
Rainer Lenzin, CFA, +41 44 333 41 04
Fairouz Bouhmida, +41 44 333 20 53
Markus Stecher, +41 22 392 22 25
Nils Radojewski, +41 44 333 41 00
Remo Etter, +41 44 334 68 61
Client Service, +41 44 333 40 50
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This message may contain confidential, proprietary or legally privileged information and is intended
only for the use of the addressee named above. No confidentiality or privilege is waived or lost by any
mistransmission. If you are not the intended recipient of this message, you are hereby notified that you
must not use, disseminate, copy it in any form or take any action in reliance on it. If you have received
this message in error, please delete it and any copies of it and notify the sender immediately. Credit
Suisse Group AG and/or its affiliates reserve the right to intercept and monitor any e-mail
communication through its networks if legally allowed. It is not investment advice or otherwise based on
a consideration of the personal circumstances of the addressee nor is it the result of objective or
independent research. The information provided herein is not legally binding and it does not constitute
an offer or invitation to enter into any type of financial transaction. The information provided herein was
produced by Credit Suisse Group AG and/or its affiliates (hereafter "CS") with the greatest of care and
to the best of its knowledge and belief. The information and views expressed herein are those of CS at
the time of writing and are subject to change at any time without notice. They are derived from sources
believed to be reliable. CS provides no guarantee with regard to the content and completeness of the
information and does not accept any liability for losses that might arise from making use of the
information. If nothing is indicated to the contrary, all figures are unaudited. The information provided
herein is for the exclusive use of the recipient. Neither this information nor any copy thereof may be
sent, taken into or distributed in the United States or to any U. S. person (within the meaning of
Regulation S under the US Securities Act of 1933, as amended). It may not be reproduced, neither in
part nor in full, without the written permission of CS. Emerging market investments usually result in
higher risks such as political, economic, credit, exchange rate, market liquidity, legal, settlement,
market, shareholder and creditor risks. Emerging markets are located in countries that possess one or
more of the following characteristics: a certain degree of political instability, relatively unpredictable
financial markets and economic growth patterns, a financial market that is still at the development
stage or a weak economy. Equities are subject to market forces and hence fluctuations in value, which
are not entirely predictable. Credit Suisse (Lux) Global Prestige Equity Fund: This fund is domiciled in
Luxembourg. The representative in Switzerland is Credit Suisse Funds AG, Zurich. The paying agent in
Switzerland is Credit Suisse AG, Zurich. The prospectus, the simplified prospectus and/or the Key
Investor Information Document (KIID) and the annual and half-yearly reports may be obtained free of
charge from the representative or from any branch of Credit Suisse AG in Switzerland.
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